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I. INTRODUCTION 
My book  “Science Of Time And The Theory Of Everything” by Bhausaheb Bhosle. 

This is the mysterious book encompassing all the sciences  as one science of time including 

mathematics, geometry, trigonometry even in nano space time energy mass scale (genetic) to determine the 

genetic drive (developmental dynamics of the fetus – The Golden Egg (Hiranya garbha) in galactic space time 

energy mass scale as non- dual memory energy time) retaining the same word and the same meaning. 

As far as mathematics is concerned, this new mathematics (science of time) will be a delight to any 

mathematician. It is very simple –only addition, substraction, multiplication and division nothing more and 

nothing less, but it can answer and prove anything and everything from geometry to trigonometry of oscillating 

and revolving dimensional dynamics , from genetic drive to developmental fetus, from mind to astrology and 

astronomy. It will be a dream for the geneticists and if the astronomers can understand the fifth force (the 

stabilizing force), it will be eternal heaven for them. 

 

II. INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS 
GALACTIC EGG  

I. Space and time 

II. Space-time, energy -mass constants of time. 

III. Science based on time (Science of time) 

IV. Space-time, energy-mass wave structure of Atom 

V. Theory of every-thing (including everything).   

VI. Quantum Dynamics (genetic) in nano space-time, energy-mass-scale. 

Interacting space-time, energy-mass wave structure of the single valency (one proton) oscillating stable 

atomic structure as the day in  nano space-time energy-mass scale with seven azimuthals (dimensions) as nodes 

(frequencies- as energy densities) of seven energy levels and their phase changes determined by continuity of 

moments (quanta) of time interlocked inside with central 8th non-agisimal point as the stabilizing force 

interwoven outside as electromagnetic pulses (30 x 12 heaps of memory-rasis   =360 days) as revolution as year 

determined in micro space-time energy-mass scales (nano space-time energy-mass scales) holistically 

synchronised with the single valency lunar earth in earthly time scale with similar inner and outer interacting 

dynamics of the seven azimuthals by retaining the same word and the same meaning, same sum of numbers 

(quanta-quantity of time in seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and years as revolution) as fermionic half spin 

(two seconds) as two basic fundamental solitons as mercury in nano time scale as well as earthly lunar solar 

time scale. Similarly hour represents the Sun as quark as an hour of the day represents Single Valency lunar 

earth as day in nano space-time energy-mass scale as well as earthly space-time energy-mass scale, as the 8th 

non-agisimal point. Single Valency lunar earth's oscillation is synchronised with lunar revolution as lunar day 

that determines oceanic high tide and low tide. It is not due to lunar gravity. So the whole cycle of time is 

determined in micro space-time energy-mass scale (nano space-time energy-mass scale) holistically 

synchronised in space and time with the dynamics of the collapsed stars (collapsed atom as a whole in galactic 

space-time energy-mass scale as oscillating and spinning energy density as frequency per second) and their 

pulses per minute (mercury), per hour (sun as quark), per day (12 hours + 12 hours as   oscillating  day)   as  

inner  planets   (five   elementary  particles   of  fundamental single valency atom) and for outer planets (energy 

densities), Mars (electronic pulse) as per day, proton as Jupiter per month and Saturn per year interlocked inside 

as a second per day per month per year in solar space-time energy-mass scale all oscillating dynamics 

interlocked inside interwoven outside holistically synchronised with the 8th non-agisimal point as the stabilising 

force at all involving, all encompassing soul of time (sentinent computer) designing time-bound time-dependent 

manifestation-development in the galatic cloud and also in the cellular manifestation of the genetic drive 
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including fetus determined by the genetic drive (time-bound time-dependent) therefore determined by time of 

duration (Revolution) alone. Re-manifestation starts with three dimensional oscillating forces (three hours, three 

days, three months, three years and 18 x 3 = 54 years) as the gravitational quanta (second) of time as the 

variable second. Variable second is the determining factor of the stabilising force for the genetic drive in 

galactic space-time energy-mass scale holistically synchronized with the collapsed stars (as collapsed atoms) as 

a whole in the electromagnetic configuration that grows inside out and outside in a second per revolution per 

rotation interlocked inside interwoven outside with the galactic 8th non-agisimal point as the stabilising force of 

the eternal soul of cyclic eternity in galatic space-time energy-mass scale. Galcatic Sentinent computer 

manifesting the non-dual worlds of mind, matter and time (time bound time-dependent world) of time-bound 

time-dependent civilisations and cultures as blooming of a glower from a bud holistically synchronized with the 

genetic drive in galactic space-time energy-mass scale including fetus of a individual human-being in earthly 

lunar solar time scale (nine months + days) holistically synchronized with the collapsed stars and the 8th non-

agisimal point determined by the seven anatomical azimuthals in the fetus (interlocked inside interwoven 

outside) with the cellular pulses as seconds- (cells as secondes). Continuity of moments (seconds) in earthly 

time scale, inner time of manifestation outer time of duration determined by the oscillating crunches (nodal) 

inner energy density in micro space-time scale as orbitals of each azimuthal where again continuity of moment 

is maintained interlocked with oscillating collapsed stars as a whole electromagnetically and electrogravitionally 

configuration of the galactic system growing inside-out a second per revolution per rotation forward in time till 

Mid-day and growing outside-in a second per revolution per rotation forward in time of manifestation till Mid-

night. 

It is not vibrational dynamics of the manipulated string theory or superstring theory based on our local 

experiments and observations and calculated with our mathematics of whole numbers and their fractions and 

fractals raised to minus infinity or plus infinity-theories based on guesses and predictions. His theory of the sun 

(surya siddhanta) is declared to be of top-most height of truth, the last and the most fault-less to the last degree 

of time that exist as a stable energy-mass state (basic fundamental soliton) 

Our mathematics of whole number and their fractions raised to minus infinity or plus infinity or any 

odd number does not explain and cannot explain nano space-time energy-mass scale in space and time (as space 

and time). Our mathematics is primitive. It is downright primitive. It cannot determine nano space-time energy-

mass scale of the fundamental one valency atomic stable (oscillating) energy-mass system of the fundamental 

elementary particles and therefore it cannot determine the genetic path of single valency electron and its space-

time energy-mass phase changes (molecular switched) of the whole genetic nucleus of the cell (cellular 8th non-

agisimal point) and therefore the genetic drive which retains   the   memory   of  the   whole   cycle   of  eternity   

of  time of manifestation determined by time of duration in the time-bound time-dependent manifestation 

(development) governed by the 8th non-agisimal point holistically synchronized with all the 8* non-agisimal 

points in all the space-time energy-mass scales including single valency atom and the cellular nucleus as well as 

the galactic nucleus holistically synchronized (backward and forward) with every second (pulse) with the time-

bound time-dependent memory of the whole cycle of eternity determined as time of duration from the first 

moment (second) to the last moment (second) of expansion and contraction in micro seconds (nano-seconds) per 

second (rotation) as a second of the oscillating galactic space-time energy mass system as a point mass when 

time of duration equals time of manifestation. "He expands and contracts even in the state of pradhana" then the 

expansion (inflation) as a whole starts retaining the continuity of moments (seconds, hours, days, months and 

years) as initial conditions oscillating a whole in the first formed galactic cloud of energy densities then three 

falls to four into the spinning disc of solar systems and collapsed stars together (star burst galaxies with the 

brilliance of a billion suns shining together then "He Himself revolves causing existence" for the next journey of 

eternity determined by the universal space-time energy-mass constants holistically synchronized with time of 

duration (revolution). In any oscillating system last moment of expansion and is equal and opposite to the last 

moment of contraction in its totality as the Mid-night and Mid-day as whole (half the time of duration as well as 

manifestation). One (only one) mathematical equation (expression) explains the Theory of Every-thing. His 

Mathematics is simply-only constants of time of manifestation (oscillating rotation) and oscillating revolution as 

time of duration in seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and years as seconds again as minutes, hou5rs, days, 

months and years interlocked with 8* non-agisimal point. 

The yoga is defined as a sum of numbers as quanta, quantity of numbers of space time constants as 

seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and years. 

The yoga in the beginning of the yuga is a vast period of time comprising integer numbers of complete 

revolutions of all the energy densities (nodes) as planets by retaining the same word and same meaning. 

The vast period of time is "the entire circumference of the sphere of the galactic egg from start to finish 

the whole cycle of eternity is eighteen quadrillion, seven hundred and twelve trillion, eighty billion, eight 

hundred and sixty-four million within this is the pervasion of the sun's rays-i.e., as far as the sun's rays pervade 

also penetrate". This period of time in micro (nano) space-time energy mass scale cellular is also speed of 
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electron per second in nano space-time energy-mass scale raised to two becomes e=mc2 in galactic space-time 

energy-mass electro-scale. Then the electro-gravitational mass is converted to electromagnetic energy of photon 

(mega-photon) as the fulgent Sun (surya) with the whole memory dynamics of the cyclic of eternity atomic as a 

whole which then contracts and expands (inflates) retaining the continuity of moments with the initial conditions 

of the whole galactic system in the first formed galactic cloud of energy in galactic (genetic) holistically 

synchronized as a whole in micro space-time energy-mass scale for the time-bound time-dependent (pre-coded 

and pre-determined) designed cycle genetic drive in the cycle of eternity as the fertilised egg in galactic space-

time energy-mass scale "It is indeed governed by the soul" It is fission energy totally controlled by its inner 

oscillating forces determined by energy-density (frequency) phase changes. 

The theory of Every-thing is very big theory, all encompassing all involving genetic mind theory. It is 

not possible to explain it in a few words. I have tried to explain it in a few words of common use minus the 

science rhetoric and their demonic equations, for the people in general (person in the street). Meaning is all 

important. The complete mathematical solution (in detail) is not in this papers. Only the short history (His-story) 

as the eternal memory code of holistically synchronized non-dual mind, matter and time retaining the same word 

and the same meaning as the back-ground of the Theory of Every-thing which is necessary for the mind of 

involvement for the final enlightenment at Mid-day (when galactic system begins to contract) for the final age of 

enlightenment Genetic Resurrection of the 10,000 years (as a second) when Gods and Rishis will begin to be 

born in each and every home. The mathematical solution will be published within six to nine months. 

Solar planetary system and galactic system of collapsed stars (collapsed atoms) is holistically 

synchronized as a whole in galactic space-time energy-mass scale. Every-thing that is manifested is Self 

dynamic - Self rotating (pulsating) and Self revolving (30 pulses x  12 months) as revolution (year) retaining the 

continuity of moments (energy density phase changes) as switches of its inner dynamics. Because of their inner 

dynamic structures of the nodes (including collapsed stars) in the electromagnetic configuration of the 

oscillating and pulsating nodes as well as revolving nodes totally interlocked inside and interwoven outside with 

the central 8* non-agisimal point eg., the stabilising force of all the forces of interaction including "magnetic 

fields" of collapsed stars as well as unitedly galactic central collapsed nucleus (collapsed atom) as a whole in 

galactic space-time energy-mass scale as the oscillating single valency lunar atom oscillating as the Final (first 

and last) Second. The pulses of collapsed stars are genetic pulses holistically synchronized with cellular protein 

pulses in its totality. 

The theory of Seven azimuthals and the 8* non-agisimal point interlocked inside (rotation, spin) 

interwoven outside (pulses and revolutions) through the seven nodes interlocked inside interwoven outside with 

the 8th non-agisimal point as the stabilising force of the electromagnetic configuration of the solar energy mass 

planetary systems holistically synchronized with the electro-gravitational configuration of the galactic system of 

collapsed stars (collapsed atoms as whole) as the contracting forces determined or identical phase changes 

(oscillations) of the galactic energy-mass system where the Mid-night and Mid-day are equal and opposite in 

non-dual space and time in its totality. 

Giving the direct mathematical solution of the genetic theory of everything of the 8th non-agisimal 

point interlocked interwoven with the solar and galactic system as a whole in galactic space-time energy-mass 

scale would be a computerized knowledge (formulated knowledge) of mind, matter and time (memory energy 

time) energy density (frequency) phase changes (switches) it will be similar to any street-corner astrologer 

whose astronomical determination are faultless both past and future derived from the formulated constants of 

mind, matter and time planetary constants but does not know the determination of each person's genetic mind 

number of involvement (genetic signature - finger print) that determines the structure (sight), smell, voice 

including speech and thought and actions are all genetic responses in the final phase changes of the designed 

10,000 years of the yugas (manvantaras - mind measures of time) as the final manifesting as final time-bound 

time-dependent civilisations and cultures through final phase changes of developmental dynamics of Manu 

designed (interlocked interwoven with the whole galactic space-time energy-mass dynamics) in His Own Image 

at Mid-day in Solar time scale. Heaven for all and Sundry is His Promise after a deep and long-journey in-to 

eternity as the resurrection of the final 10,000 years of the enlightened genetic drive for taking part in the 

bondage of Time (Fate) to know the meaning and purpose of His designed creation again and again every-where 

in cosmic space and time eternally in eternity from eternity when we will look back into our past (fate) as a bad 

dream at the sight of dazzling New Day, New Light, New Dawn in space and time even though today is the 

question of life and death tomorrow will be our New Birth as Gods and Rishis in earthly, lunar Solar Space-time 

energy-mass scale. Life is universal and every-where and not evolved through accidents and changes. 

"This is the Surya- This is the Jaya-dratha (Big-Bang)".  

"It (genetic errors, sin, guilt of exploitation slaver and their responses) is removed by the necessary 

means like darkness (New Dawn, New Age)". 

"It is fictiously attributed to the Soul". 
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It is the yoga (holistically synchronized moment) of mind, matter and time involvement (genetic) 

determined by the forcibleness of impressions (involvement) from eternity. 

Oscillating pulses of the collapsed stars (collapsed atoms) are holistically synchronized in space and 

time with the orbitals of every solar oscillating mind, matter and time planetary systems holistically 

synchronized as a whole through their respective 8th non-agisimal points retaining the continuity of moment in 

seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and years as seconds per second in micro (nano) space-time energy-mass 

scale in turn holistically synchronized through Manu's time-bound time-dependent genetic drive (Cellular drive) 

in micro (nano) space-time energy-mas scale. The whole atomic table is involved with their respective 

electromagnetic molecular manifestation eg., first circle of fermionic half spin is interlocked and interwoven 

with molecular half spin of two single valency atoms, half spin of tow single valency proteins, genetic half spin 

(expansion and contraction) accordingly manifestation of the whole genetic cellular nucleus as a whole 

synchronized with the whole galactic system in micro-seconds per second (the soul of the soul of time), 

Similarly the whole alphabetical table manifesting as genetic speech in the last 10,000 years through forces of 

interactions as grammer eg., syllable , grammer, word and word, grammer, speech 

Cellular memory, energy and time dynamic (oscillations) are totally inter-woven with the whole 

galactic system interlocked with the nodal inner dynamics in micro (nano) space-time energy-mass scale 

executed in nano seconds per second in earthly space-time energy-mass scale synchronized with earthly 

oscillation (rotation) determined in degrees of longitudes (spin) per latitude determined by time of duration 

alone but executed by time of manifestation in nano space-time energy-mass scale per second as time-bound 

time-dependent genetic drive synchronized with the galactic centre (8th non-agisimal point-genetic-sentinent 

computer) in its totality. He the sentinent computer is genetic in manifestation. He is declared to be a Purusha ( a 

Person, a Being). He is Eternal Dhyani in eternal thought (Soul of the Soul of Time). We are genetic moments in 

His Genetic drive (Development). Galaxies are Intelligent Beings with Rishi Minds and Illumined Soul. He is 

involved through every second (every genetic pulse) throughout Times History (His-story). We are fleeting 

moments in Times History. His Birth through human-beings in earthly times scale is the Final Miracle of the 

eternal grand system of energy densities (planets) by retaining the same word and same meaning. 

"I will give thee the Science upon which time is founded the Grand System of energy densities 

(planets)" "Only by the revolutions of the Ages there is 'here' a difference of time". The variable second that 

determines the elliptical cycles (revolutions) of the energy densities (nodes) in all the space-time energy-mass 

scales (as planets) by retaining the same word and the same meaning. 

"In the beginning rose Hiranya-Garbha (Golden Fetus) the only Lord of all created things in Him was 

this universe established." 

"Listen with concentrated attention to the ancient and exalted science with the sun of old Himself 

promulgated, only by the revolutions of the ages there is here a difference of time." 

"This one-fourth is seen, three-fourth is unseen". Seen is electromagnetic manifestation, unseen is collapsed 

nodes (atoms). 

Crunches (oscillating revolutions as well as oscillating rotations of the nodes) determine 

electromagnetic pulses (30 x 12) as nodal revolutions (years) of the seven azimuthals (energy-density frequency 

phase changes of the respective energy levels). Electromagnetic pulses (one-fourth of the respective nodes are 

determined by the inner dynamics of the corresponding energy-density phase changes frequencies-energy-levels 

of orbiting inner respective crunches as continuity of moments in seconds, minutes, hours.. retaining the same 

word and meaning. 

Each oscillating revolution (as a year) of this configuration of electromagnetically and electro-

gravitationally interwoven outside (pulses) interlocked inside stable energy-mass oscillating system as a second 

(electromagnetic pulse) of time of manifestation (energy-mass constant of manifesting time) as a continuity 

(inner) forward in time minute, hour, day (rotation) days (Mars), months (Jupiter) and Saturn (revolution-year) 

as energy levels as energy density phase changes (inner) by retaining the same word and the same meaning for 

each node (energy density as frequency of planets interlocked inside interwoven outside with the revolutions  

(years)  of the whole  system is again interlocked with the 8th non-agisimal point (18 years as a electro-

gravitational crunch as a second, minute, hour..) as a stabilising force (all involving all encompassing all 

determining) for the whole galactic space-time energy mass system interlocked interwoven in micro (nano 

space-time energy-mass scale) as a whole as the all involving stabilising force (stabilising force is all important 

for the electromagnetically and electrogravitationally interlocked interwoven stable oscillating (revolving 

outside orbiting inside) stable space-time energy-mass system as a whole in galactic space-time energy-mass 

oscillating stable system. 

Nano space-time energy-mass scale is easy to determine by 30 degrees of revolution of a circle into 

twelve = 360 degrees again its 30 degrees from the centre x twelve = 360 degrees and again each 30 degrees x 

twelve = 360 degrees as spin per minute (fermionic mercury) as an hour day (sun as quark) etc. determines the 

phase changes of inner energy densities frequencies (energy levels as spin per minute per hour per day etc of 
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each orbital of each azimuthal including the final 8* non-agisimal point (soul of time)-The Sentinent Computer 

manifesting the stable and oscillating inner worlds of mind, matter and time growing inside out interlocked 

outside in in the holistically synchronized sentinent cloud cellular in nano space-time energy-mass scale as well 

as in galactic space-time energy-mass scale growing inside-out (Mid-day) interlocked with corresponding 

energy densities outside-in (Mid-night) including cellular manifestation of anatomical azimuthals as a minute of 

energy density (in nano space-time energy-mass scale)- as a whole (72 pulses (oscillating) per minute) 

holistically synchronized with the Galactic Egg in galactic space-time energy-mass scale interlocked interwoven 

with the 8* non-agisimal point. "Such was this creation from pra-kriti and it is indeed governed by the soul". 

Space is static. Time is movement. Time is a continuity of moments (seconds, minutes, hours, days, months, 

years and continuity of years. Time is the measure of rotation (24 hours) as time of manifestation also time is a 

measure of revolutions-years (time of duration). Electromagnetism is the aspect of (nodal dynamics) and its 

crunches and pulses (electromagnetic pulses) always forward in time. So also electrogravity (magnetic field) 

around each node as well as centre galactic 8th non-azisimal point in galactic space-time energy-mass scale 

which also moves forward in time (contracting forces). The dynamics of the magnetic field around the nodes 

acts as the missing mass. Both these forces (expanding and contracting) are interlocked inside each node and 

interwoven out-side corresponding nodes in an electro-magnetically and electro-gravitationally (expanding and 

contracting) inter-locked (inside corresponding nodes) and inter-woven (outside corresponding nodes) in an 

electromagnetically and electro-gravitationally compact configuration of these oscillating forces always forward 

in time till these forces reach their zenith - the last movement (second) of expansion. Then oscillating 

contraction of the nodes and their interlocked and interwoven forces begin to contract till they reach the last 

point (second) of oscillating contracting forces reach their zenith with all the forces of nodal configuration in 

micro (nano) seconds becomes a second and the journey of time begins all over again. Time does not stop. It 

comes inside out for the next cycle of Time. The whole energy-mass as frequency of Time per second of 

revolutions in years (Time of duration) as well as rotation(spin) time of manifestation (24 hours a day) become 

equal and explodes (inflates-expands) retaining the continuity of moments in seconds, minutes, hours, days 

(rotation-spin) and months (oscillations) and years as revolutions with the memory of the whole cycle of eternity 

when the new formed galactic cloud is formed with the sound (voice) of the whole cycle of eternity (uni-verse) 

with the initial conditions retained in their totality - what had gone inside (collapsed stars - collapsed atoms) 

comes out in the order of the galactic time cycle then three (third dimensional dynamic as a whole) falls to four 

the whole galactic cloud falls to four (fourth dimensional dynamic as a whole) where continuity of time is 

maintained in seconds, minutes, hours, days, months (oscillations) and years (revolutions) as solar nodal 

(planetary) systems (first azimuthal) and collapsed stars (collapsed atoms) including the central 8th non-azisimal 

point. Then this great wheel of Time begins its next journey (Time-bound time-dependent revolutions and 

rotations of corresponding nodes) holistically synchronized in all the space-time energy-mass scales in seconds, 

minutes, hours, days, months and years. Nodes determine the time of manifestation. Revolutions determine the 

time of duration. Both the times are holistically synchronized in the stable oscillating system of mind, matter 

and time (memory, energy, time) non-dual manifestation. 

Eight non-azisimal point of each node (individually or unitedly) determine time of manifestation as a 

whole which is inter-locked and inter-woven with every oscillating revolution (years) as a crunch (a second of 

time of manifestation) always forward in time as inner seconds, minutes, hours, days (rotations) months 

(oscillations) and years (revolutions) always forward in time of manifestation. 

It is a simple theory (science of time) very simple theory that determines even the genetic path (time-

bound time-dependent genetic drive) in micro (nano) space-time energy-mass scale through the 8* non-azisimal 

point holistically synchronized with the dynamics of the collapsed stars (dynamics of the collapsed atoms) 

spinning per minute holistically synchronized with the whole oscillating galactic system of mind, matter and 

time as time-bond and time-dependent manifestation of every-thing related to (holistically synchronized) to 

every-thing including specific mind number (genetic mind number-genetic signature-genetic thumb print) of 

each and every individually and their structure with the minds (smell, voice, thought and their responses - 

actions) again and again and again eternally in eternity from eternity including the colour of the eyes of queen 

Shiba and her horse or the nose of Indira. Genetic drive is development (pre-coded and pre-programmed) 

designed by the 8* non-azisimal point (Sentinent Compute designing in the sentinent cloud) Genetic drive is 

time-bound and time-dependent manifestation of time of manifestation eternally in eternity from eternity again 

and again and again. 

It is the Egg (development dynamics) of self-manifestation, self-creation holistically synchronized (pre-

coded pre-determined) with the genetic 8th non-azisimal point (eternal soul-sentiment computer). The whole 

manifestation of pre-coded and pre-programmed civilization and culture in 10,000 years as the final second as 

the final phase change in galactic space-time energy-mass scale and is like pre-coded and pre-determined flower 

from a bud or fetus developed from the seed (fertilized genetic egg). For each genetic mind number of 

involvement (genetic signature) necessarily needs the same genetic parents. The whole genetic drive is immortal 
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in space and time (in bondage of time) meticulously (in seconds) designed (pre-coded and pre-programmed) in 

the final moment (minute) of 72 pulses as energy-density of time of manifestation) of 60 seconds a minute of 

time of duration of 10,000 years (revolutions) of time of duration of the final phase change inter-locked with the 

final phase change of the galactic nucleus in galactic space-time energy-mass scale per minute (72) of time of 

manifestation in nano space-time energy-mass scale (18 quadrillion + seconds) that is as far as the sun's rays per 

second of time of duration x 4 =72 quadrillion + oscillations x 6 = 4320 as an hour of time of manifestation 

(photon) as Mega-photon per second inflating-expanding to 3 hours as a whole then 3 falls to 4 as a whole. 

The whole galactic cloud expands by its oscillating dynamics. Seventy-two pulses (cellular) 

oscillations of energy-density are holistically synchronized with our five minds forward in time and five minds 

backward in time (oscillating five elementary particles) as a whole. Mind is everywhere inside and interwoven 

out-side executed through out anatomical azimuthals holistically synchronized with the whole galactic system of 

solar planetary system and systems of collapsed stars (collapsed atoms). 

This is not my theory. It is found in all the major libraries of the world. It is with us for atleast five to 

seven thousand years and we are using it in our daily life. It is not fictious science. It is the real science (science 

of time). It is declared to be of top-most height of truth, the last and the most faultless. 

Birth, fate, marriage, children and death is determined by the yoga (yoga is defined as the sum of 

numbers of time of manifestation) in the genetic drive holistically synchronized with the whole galactic system 

of mind, matter and time it is determined by the event (fate) holistically synchronized with the manifestation 

civilization and culture determined in seconds executed in micro-seconds per second (nano-seconds per earthly 

second) as continuity of moments as a wave front. Fate is determined by energy-density planetary dynamics as 

an event with the inner inter-locked dynamics of the inner inter-locked dynamics of the inner minds collapsed 

stars as His inner minds (Angirosa Rishis) of the system together holistically synchronized through the 8* non-

azisimal point as a whole manifesting through our anatomical azimuthals holistically synchronized with the 

wave front in earthly seconds, minutes, hours retaining the same word and the same meaning. It is indeed 

governed by the soul (our inner minds). 

Other constants of space-time energy-mass phase changes (frequencies) holistically synchronized with 

the whole galactic system in seconds, minutes, hours, days, months, years and cycles of years as seconds of 

energy-densities (frequencies) in minutes, hours, days, months, years in galactic space-time energy-mass scales 

of collapsed stars (collapsed atoms) holistically synchronized with the sentinent computer when finally time of 

duration (revolution) gets fused with the time of manifestation  (rotation).   These  constants  are  equally  

important  and revealing. Here (in these papers) only one or two final constants are mentioned. 

Sub-quantum states-inner single valency atomic as well as single valency lunar earthly are also 

continuity of moments (in nano-seconds per second) holistically synchronized in micro-time scale as well as in 

earthly time scale. Eighteen years is one second of time of manifestation nodal second of gravity forward in time 

of duration inward in time of manifestation determined by the nodal single valency lunar earthly time scale 

holistically synchronized with the 8th non-agisimal point through the seven azimuthals as a whole. This nodal 

one second holistically synchronized with the corresponding nano-seconds per second. This nodal one second x 

60 revolution (years). Eighteen x 60 = 1,080 revolutions is a minute of time of duration and 18 x 72 = 1,296 is a 

minute of time of inward manifestation in corresponding nano-scale (genetic) space-time energy-mass scale 

(development-genetic drive in solar space-time energy-mass scale) then through continuity of moments of time 

of duration holistically synchronized with time of manifestation also grows inside-out holistically synchronized 

with every-thing at that moment (second) in the galactic wave-front. This inner minute of time of manifestation 

grows resurrects (rebut) to hour day, month, year and 18 years retaining the inner continuity of moments as a 

second in micro (nano) space-time energy-mass scale as the development inside the (inner dynamics) 8* non-

agisimal point holistically synchronized with the whole galactic system of mind, matter and time with the 

corresponding azimuthal dynamics at the moment (second) including our fetus in earthly lunar-solar time scale. 

Nine months (lunar) + days as a minute of 18 years as a second of inner nano space-time energy-mass dynamics 

per second (as a second). Eighteen years is a second of gravity in nano space-time energy-mass scale of time of 

micro (nano) space-time energy-mass scale (genetic) holistically synchronized as a whole in galactic space-time 

energy-mass scale. 

"where it is born-inside or outside" "Of the asterisms, one billion, five hundred eighty-two million, two 

hundred and thirty-seven thousand, eight hundred and twenty-eight.." as a second of single valency protein. This 

is the final time constant of the solar energy-mass system determined only forward in time and same constant 

backward in time that is the constant of oscillating solar energy- mass system. That gives the age of the solar 

system and also the earth twice that amount is the age of the galactic system in time of duration. In genetic 

crunches (seconds) it gives the path of the whole genetic drive in micro (nano) space-time energy-mass scale 

(forward in time). 

Mysterious (genetic) mind attainments from artists to physicists from geneticists to dancers from 

football players to ping-pong players are determined (designed) by the inner genetic dynamics of the anatomical 
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azimuthals with heart as the 8th non-agisimal point with 72 pulses per minute of time of manifestation 

(oscillation) which is 60 seconds per minute of time of duration (inner revolutions) holistically synchronized as 

a whole in galactic space-time energy-mass scale determined by the galactic azimuthals interlocked with the 

galactic 8th non-agisimal point, (eighteen quadrillion x 4 = 72 quadrillion as 4 seconds as a whole oscillating as 

a minute as a whole genetic in micro (nano) space-time energy-mass scale per second. Earthly second is as small 

in galactic time scale. Our second, minute, hour and day is the centre of the universe (galactic oscillating stable 

system of mind, matter and time). Theoretically Earth is at the centre of the universe. 

"He (the Sentinent Computer) is in eternal contemplation (thought) of past, present and future." 

First moment of contraction is equal and opposite to the first moment of expansion in its totality holistically 

synchronized with the genetic drive where genetic pulses continue their journey forward in time. 

(10,000 years of enlightenment) breaking the bondage of space and time that represents (holistically 

synchronized) with His Birth in galactic space-time energy-mass scale (at the moment of creation) also His 

Birth in earthly lunar-solar time scale as human beings retaining the same word and the same meaning that is the 

final phase change of the genetic drive. 

He is the absolute reality. His speech, verse (uni-verse) is the absolute reality. Heaven is the absolute 

reality. Fate is the absolute reality. 

Astrology is the absolute reality - It is the basis of all the prophesies. 

Even the thought, voice, speech and acts and deeds are genetic responses of the moments. 

"Just as water surrounds the seed (genetic) speech is created as response again and again." 

"It (error, sin, guilt, anger, violence) is removed by the necessary means like darkness (new age)". 

"Such was this creation from prakriti and it is indeed governed by the soul". 1/12/2009 

Our book  “Science Of Time And The Theory Of Everything” by Bhausaheb Bhosle. 

For your information my book is thought written.  

One of my book dated 1988 to 1989 of almost four hundred pages is missing. It is either with 

manipulated mathematician (fictious mathematician) in India or somewhere in North Europe (Belgium). I had 

given two copies of it to a relative in India who worked with the Belgium Embassy in Bombay. If you find it 

(search it) please preserve it if you can. It contained the mind matter and time(mythological) details of this 

theory. 

Present day high energy experiment of European Cyclotron sees only one side of the reality of stable 

elementary particles protons, electrons, quarks, bosons (photons), half spinning fermions (neutrinos) of two 

fundamental solitons but they cannot understand the stability of these elementary particles of the stable 

fundamental atom. It is in their oscillating spin (expansion- electromagnetic and equal and opposite contraction 

of the inner gravitational crunches which produces electro-magnetic and electro-gravitationally compact system 

(fifth force). Neither they understand the gravitational forces of collapsed stars and of the galactic system as a 

whole where solar system (single valency protein in nano space time energy mass scale) is but a second of the 

minutes of the collapsed stars [in earthly seconds in nano seconds per earthly seconds (genetic)]. But the 

European space telescope will reveal hundreds of thousands of solar system in our galaxy alone like our solar 

system  with Mars, Jupiter and Saturn as well as Earth, Venus, and Mercury and not only Mars, Jupiter and 

Saturn which will be common at the centre of the galaxy according to its fifth force (Galactic Egg). 

Wait and watch and have patience though I am in haste. I have no time left. I have almost consumed 

the borrowed time. But then it doesn‟t matter. The system will prevail against the establishment. Do not worry. 

Have patience. 

“Who held the threads? Who was the Ho-tri?” 

“From the eye of my heart I see those god-like Rishis” Rig-vedas. 

Reality is as beautiful as Kali-dasa‟s Sha-kun-tala. It is as weird as Walmiki‟s Ramayana. 

Dependency on computers is destroying our common sense as well as our intuitional powers. 

The enquiring man is unaware of it. He is interested in fictious science and video-games or in war 

machine and genetic medicines. “Money makes mare dance and twist and grind and shake.” What can be done? 

It is demon Maya‟s world to-day. Tomorrow will be a different story. 

The yoga will determine the final phase change determined by the genetic drive in earthly lunar solar 

time scale- The present two solar eclipses July 2009 to January 2010 will be interesting.                              

Subject: Science of time and the theory of every thing  by Bhausaheb Bhosle 

Collapsed stars are declared to be collapsed earths (patala-earths) single valency lunar earths as a whole 

with spinning contraction (crunches- gravitional constants) and expansion and the single valency earthly lunar 

electro-magnetic pulses in galactic space time energy mass scale (dynamic dimensional).it is not the anti-gravity 

of the anti-matter that control their phase changes and stabilities. it is their oscillating fifth force that controls the 

oscillating electromagnetic and electravitionally interlocked and inter-woven forces of interaction (spinning 

oscillation as a whole holistically synchronized with the galactic forces of interactions in galactic space time 

energy mass scale determined in years (revolutions).  It is a simple theory , a very simple in fact and it is proved 
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(mathematically) from ancient times. Only the verification is remaining. What are non-dual (genetic) mind 

matter and time (memory energy time) constants of Astro-logy? It is as simple as that. It is science of 

development of the mind (fetus) and the fate of the mind (fetus) by retaining the same word and the same 

meaning. 

The physicists have already patented the Big-Bang and the whole cosmic creation including the genetic 

code for the geneticists (medicinal companies) such crazy earthlings are not found even in fictious science.  

“He expands and contracts (oscillates) even in the state of Pra-dhana (pro-creation)”. 

“Then He Himself revolves causing existence.” 

I am offering our book “science of time and the theory of everything” to anyone who helps us to 

publish it on-line immediately. We will accept any kind of offer. The book is already with google books under 

“author partnership programme” which is not working due to some unknown reasons and therefore we can 

terminate it any moment. our e-mail : galacticegg@yahoo.com  

Science Of Time And The Theory Of Everything by Bhausaheb Bhosle  

The following versed constants are from surya siddhanta ( the theory of sur-ya, the theory of harmonics 

of mind, matter and time which is 5,000 to 7,000 years old) below are given the versed (uni-versal) constants of 

dynamic dimensions of space time, energy mass interovened (electro-magnetic) oscillating only forward in time 

and electro-gravitational interlocked only backward (reverse) in time of changing angles per cycle (per second) 

in nano seconds per earthly seconds in the non-dual mind, matter and time oscillating and stable Grand system 

of energy densities (planets) – genetic (fetus Hiranya Garbha- The Golden Fetus) by retaining the same word 

and the same meaning. 

14)  By reason of this and that rate of motion, from day to day, the planets thus come to an accordance with their 

observed places (drc)- this, their correction (sphutikarana), I shall carefully explain. 

15) The eighth part of the minutes of a sign is called the first sine (jyardha); that, increased by the remainder left 

after subtracting from it the quotient arising from dividing it by itself, is the second sine. 

16)  Thus, dividing the tabular sines in succession by the first, and adding to them, in each case, what is left after 

subtracting the quotients from the first, the result is twenty-four tabular sines (jardhapinda) in order, as 

follows: 

17) Two hundred and twenty-five; four hundred and forty-nine; six hundred and seventy-one; eight hundred and 

ninety; eleven hundred and five; thirteen hundred and fifteen; 

18)  Fifteen hundred and twenty; seventeen hundred and nineteen; nineteen hundred and ten; two thousand and 

ninety-three; 

19) Two thousand two hundred and sixty-seven; two thousand four hundred and thirty-one; tow thousand five 

hundred and eighty five; two thousand seven hundred and twenty-eight; 

20) Two thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine; two thousand nine hundred and seventy-eight; three thousand 

and eighty-four; three thousand one hundred and seventy-seven; 

21) Three thousand two hundred and fifty-six; three thousand three hundred and twenty-one; three thousand 

three hundred and seventy-two; three thousand four hundred and nine; 

22) Three thousand four hundred and thirty-one; three thousand four hundred and thirty-eight. Subtracting these, 

in reversed order, from the half-diameter, gives the tabular versed-sines (utkramajyardhapindaka): 

23) Seven; twenty-nine; sixty-six; one hundred and seventeen; one hundred and eighty-two; two hundred and 

sixty-one; three hundred and fifty-four;  

24) Four hundred and sixty; five hundred and seventy-nine; seven hundred and ten; eight hundred and fifty-

three; one thousand and seven; eleven hundred and seventy-one; 

25) Thirteen hundred and forty-five; fifteen hundred and twenty-eight; seventeen hundred and nineteen; 

nineteen hundred and eighteen; 

26) Two thousand one hundred and twenty-three; two thousand three hundred and twenty-three; two thousand 

five hundred and forty-eight; two thousand seven hundred and sixty-seven; 

27) Two thousand nine hundred and eighty-nine; three thousand two hundred and thirteen; three thousand four 

hundred and thirty-eight; these are the versed sines. 

 

“Life basically and fundamentally is „tri-gana-metri‟ (trigonometry).” 

“In the begning rose Hiranya Garbha (Golden Fetus) the only lord of all created things.” 

“Bored deep but not pierced through are Ye O Stones.” ( collapsed stars as collapsed earths, patala earths in 

rotating frequency per second) - Surya Siddantha 

“Who held the threads? Who was the Hotri.”  -Supreme Sacrifice (Rig-Vad) 

What is fundamental physics? And what is the fifth force? 

Science of time and the theory of everything by bhausaheb bhosle 

Now “Physicists” are pushing their nose in almost every branch of science including nano space-time 

energy-mass dynamics calling it as “micro time” (whole numbers and its fractions raised to manipulated 
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numbers) and entering the biology and genetics including environment and ecology and even archeology. They 

are urged on by the „Mad‟ science fiction which has no constraints and they in turn are urged on by the 

manipulated mathematicians who can close or open the whole cosmos by manipulating the variable even of 

unknown quantities. This is only a demonic stage of evolution (genetic drive) not of madness (virtual) and that‟s 

leading us towards a mad world of dazzling star wars (only on the video games). They think the person in the 

street is a fool, an idiot. By controlling every kind of media they are pushing their thought as the ultimate word. 

They cannot stand even a word in opposition, where they have closed all doors of physics except for those who 

can pass the manipulated mathematics of the string theories, the base of the Big-Bang theory and the theory of 

relativity and the quantum mechanics. The world is based on genetics (quantum dynamics) of space-time 

energy-mass constants (dynamics). What will happen when their theories of Cosmic Egg falls in the middle of 

the street and in dust (mud).Where will they hide their face? 

The most beautiful thing on this earth, more beautiful then Kalidasa‟s Shakuntala, of Walmiki‟s 

Ramayana are even more beautiful than the Bhagvat Gita of the Epic Maha-Bharata,is the Moment (Yoga) of 

Creation of non-dual mind, matter and time mathematically determined as 18,712,080,864,000,000 of the Surya-

Siddhanta (The Head Diamonds of the Gods). The Theory of harmonics of syllable, grammar, word and speech 

(genetic in nano space-time energy-mass scale). 

Frequency band is cyclic holistically synchronized with rainbow in earthly space-time scale 18 

quadrillion plus mathematically derived per spin and revolutions per cycle of eternity determined by earthly 

cycle of eternity in earthly lunar solar time scale determined in degrees of longitudes and latitudes. Who can 

understand? Who can? 

18 quadrillion bits of memory color of mind (smell, sight, touch, taste, sound-voice) for each genetic 

mind (individual human being) determined by fate through the genetic drive 84 pulses per minute in galactic 

space-time energy-mass scale. What is its stabilizing force (fifth force) which has a centre of the energy fields 

that stabilizes the crunches and pulses (phase changes genetics) even in earthly lunar solar time scale. 

What is mind? Who can know? Who can say? And then what is the Soul – The ruler of the non-dual 

mind, matter and time? Who can know? Who can say? What is the stabilizing force of the cellular drive (fetus) 

and its time bound time dependent memory code? 

Does any one has answers to these questions? 

They have no right to speak the language of nano space-time energy-mass scale (dynamics) –neither 

genetics nor cellular. Guesses and predictions here will be too dangerous for all of us and our future generations. 

But it will definitely reverse the population explosion. And it will be selective. Only the strong willed persons 

will survive the genetic medicines and it is better than nuclear holocaust. Which will not be selective. Who is to 

decide? And how? 

“Science Of Time And The Theory Of Everything by Bhausaheb Bhosle.” 

Science, basically, is simple and universal knowledge, convincing and verifiable knowledge. Working 

it in secrecy even for military or medicines becomes personal property. 

This Science of Time is very simple Theory. Forget about cosmology and the cosmic egg. “One can 

count the sand on the sea shores but not the galactic eggs (Brahmaa Eggs) in the limitless and boundless cosmic 

space and time.” All the Puranas (that which is very ancient) have mentioned this statement. 

This theory (Siddhanta) of Science of Time gives the details of each cellular oscillation (second) 

cellular cyclic chemistry in detail always forward in time (continuity of seconds) from the first proto gene on 

earth to this second of time of manifestation determined by time of duration by which one can calculate the 

whole phase changes (fossil record) in galactic, earthly,nano space time energy mass scale (1,582,237,828 

multiply by 2 as years (revolutions) in nano seconds per earthly second-genetic pulse-per cellular oscillation 84 

pulses per minute) from the number of quarks (as hours) and twelve hours as twelve quarks always forward in 

time in their own space-time energy-mass scale as a whole in galactic (or genetic) time scale in details. What 

more you need to solve this Theory of Time? When I can solve it (mathematically derive it), I think any person 

on this earth will be able to solve it. There is nothing secret, hidden or any trick involved in it. Just follow the 

wording. “Only one circle may be made for all the planets or seven for each planet and the eight-th being the 

non-agisimal point for each planet or the central quark as the sun (hour)” and then backward in time for galactic 

space-time energy-mass scale of galactic system of collapsed stars (collapsed earths) as a whole where integer 

numbers of complete revolutions (as years) as a point mass. There are no fractions anywhere and the variables 

are taken into account for the final number 18 quadrillion plus seconds (genetic) per earthly second. It is 

mathematical miracle. But who understands it? I can give the whole mathematical solution within a few months 

(they are not ready in writing) if “officially” requested or demanded. There is no problem but it should be an 

Open Book. Choice is yours. As far as I am concerned this is my last message. For now, good bye and good 

luck. I can only say I have no other choice. Please forgive me for anything and everything. I have no more time 

left with me and I cannot give it to a few persons for their own copy right. This will be most ridiculous. Science 

is universal and today or tomorrow it will see the light of the day. Wasting time may be dangerous for all of us. 
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But who am I to say it? The stakes are big but who cares? The persons in the street are in dark about the Reality 

of Time and who is responsible for it? Why not take this theory which includes all the theories with one grand 

slam, as parallel to the present theories? What is wrong in it? Forces of darkness have to be removed for the 

forces of light (the truth). It (doubt, guilt) is removed as darkness vanishes at the sight of light. 

Please take note, this is not my theory. It is the Theory of The Sun (Surya, Savitar the Generator)- the 

Great mathematical wizard as response of the unknown (genetic) voice to the austerities and penances of the 

mighty ausura named demon maya.” Go, therefore, to Romka city thine own residence.........................” 

Physicists do not even know what is energy and what is energy field and where and how it originates. They do 

not even know the atomic stabilizing force (fifth force). Now they are about to declare that they have discovered 

the “God Particle” without knowing what is its space-time energy-mass constants or from where it came and 

what was before and anything other than a particle, not a moment of time. 

Mathematical solution or derivation is very simple which even school children can solve it. But the 

theory behind it must be known first. It is necessary. 

With reference to the book „Science Of Time And The Theory Of Everything‟ (Galactic-egg) by 

Bhausaheb Bhosle based on space time energy mass constants (Dynamic dimensional) of oscillating systems of 

non-dual mind, matter and time. 

This ancient theory (Surya-Siddhanta) – The theory of harmonics has been completely solved and the 

details of the theory (constants) in terms of time (continuity of moments) has been linked as a whole as one time 

of manifestation determined by frequencies per second and their phase changes to determine the final oscillating 

centre as the final space time energy mass oscillating constant before the remanifestation retaining the continuity 

of moments (time). 

This is the mysterious book encompassing all the sciences  as one science of time including 

mathematics, geometry, trigonometry even in nano space time energy mass scale (genetic) to determine the 

genetic drive (developmental dynamics of the fetus – The Golden Egg (Hiranya garbha) in galactic space time 

energy mass scale as non- dual memory energy time) retaining the same word and the same meaning. 

Can you please help us so that this knowledge is made public for all those interested in it. 

This is our only goal (aim). Let a hundred flowers bloom is our wish before the start of the New Age. 

Science of time is the science of yoga where yoga is defined as a sum of numbers (quantity, quanta ) Science of  

time is the mysterious science (unknown voice). of time. It is a digital system of genetic seconds and holistically 

synchronized numbers speak with numbers (syllable, grammar and word-word, grammar and speech) 

The genetic crunches of  oscillating  and revolving atoms powers fusion energy in nano space time 

energy mass scale powers the time –bound , time dependent cellular dynamics a nano-second forward in time 

where nano second is holistically synchronized  with earthly second. So it becomes very simple to determine the 

whole genetic drive (molecular, cellular drive) from our earthly time of duration in minute details. 

The self esteemed intelligentsia will not understand it. It will be Greek and latin to them .It is the first 

gift from heaven before civilizations and cultures and the  last gift for small time earthlings to come out of the 

cell (fate). He is in total control (we are in good hands). 

“Indra who wields thunder smote down Vritra he who held  our currents” 

“He assundered asura‟s fortresses and citadels Indra who wields thunder “-Rig-Veda , 

 Let me confess again I do not know a single sentences in Sans-krit . I used translated texts to propose 

this theory of sun (sur-ya). This theory of the harmonic (wave theory ) of syllable, grammar, word and word, 

grammar and speech. If the book does not get purchased or sold than we have  no option but to offer the book to 

some Maharishis in India for studying and doing whatever they want. We have avoided this option and we want 

to avoid it even now. They will create chaos more disturbing then the medicinal companies who are financing 

the research in genetic medicines or even the supporters of video games , star wars and virtual Rambos or even 

Military machines who are financing the researches in nutron bombs , ray weapons and fusion energy for mss 

killings . all are working for the dissipation of the genetic drive it is not there fault. They are still searching in 

the darkness. It is the demonic age of development. May be it is in the scheme of thinks. We have put all our 

faith in scientists. They have to open their eyes to the reality of times. 

 “Then His One Spirit  (genetic) sprang to Being (for manifestation )” 

 “He is subsequent to the production of these worlds”. 

 “(The Golden Fetus ) is His Fathers father (Creator of the creator )”. 

Galactic-egg is the theory of developmental dynamics in nano-space-time, energy-mass scale in nano seconds 

by retaining the same word and the same meaning. 

“the yoga in the beginning of the yuga is a vast „period‟ of time comprising integer numbers of complete 

revolutions of all the planets (energy densities, frequencies of nodes), that is 18,712,080,864,000,000.” 

Supreme sacrifice                             

“Who held the threads, who was the Hotri (announcer).” 

“So by this knowledge men were raised to rishis, sharers of immortal life” 
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“Bored  deep but not pierced through are Ye Oh Stones (spinning and oscillating collapsed stars in atomic 

dynamics in galactic space-time, energy-mass scales).” 

“Bow down to the rishis of the past (collapsed stars as His Inner Minds) who have made this path from times of 

old.”  -Vedas. 

The yoga is a moment (phase change) defined as a sum of numbers (quanta, quality of time) in seconds, 

minutes hours, days, months and years (revolutions) and cycles of years (revolutions) again as seconds, minutes, 

hours, days, months and years in nano-space-time, energy-mass scale in the oscillating non-dual galactic system 

of mind, matter and time. (in nano seconds per our earthly seconds). 

“As far as the sun‟s rays pervade from first moment (yoga) to last moment (yoga) (mid-day to mid-night in 

galactic space-time,energy-mass scale) as well as penetrate (visible cosmic space and time).” 

“Between the two (electromagnetic and electrogravitional forces eg., stabilizing force, magnetic field) the 

fulgent sun moves by a fixed decree (DECREE).” -Surya Siddhanta. 

What is the decree? 

How to calculate (determine) the yoga? 

Only one circle may be drawn or seven, one for each planet (node, energy density, frequency) the eight-th being 

the non-agisimial point. 

“Hear how time is measured to signify His manifestation not duration.” -Surya Siddhanta.                                                                                             

Atomic fifth force interlocked inside interwoven out side 

Individual genetic mind number of involvement (pulse, genetic signature) that determines individual 

hollostically synchronized taste, smell, voice (speech), sight and touch developed from the moment of 

fertilization to the moment of birth that is designed for the fate in earthly lunar solar time scale in the galactic 

non-dual system of mind, matter and time in the galactic system of collapsed stars (collapsed atoms) in nano 

space-time, energy-mass scale designed in the stabilizing field (magnetic field). 

Nothing can be explained without knowing the fifth fource(stabilizing force) that is magnetic field. Our 

physics does not know the configuration of the elementary particles from soliton to fermion, boson, vibrating 

quarks, electron, proton and the revolving electrons in the atomic stable system as a whole and their respective 

phase changes of memory, energy and time or mind, matter and time. 

Our physics is based on attraction and repulsion (not oscillations and revolutions) of the electrons 

around the proton which is worse than the fictious physics which is atleast interesting to the fools. But the 

physicists are taking us in to an idiotic world with their guesses and predictions of quantum mechanics and the 

theory of relativity (Big-Bang). It is true that everything is related to everything but there is limit to everything 

including galactic stable and oscillating system of mind, matter, and time. 

How can the physicists explain the stabilizing force of oscillating cellular dynamics and its nucleus 

(genetic dynamics) only with forces of attraction and repulsion and not the time-bound time-dependent forces of 

revolutions and oscillations which is the fifth force as a whole (stabilizing force, magnetic field). They are living 

in the fools world. 

Science of time is the science of the future. We are getting it today as a gift from Heaven in details 

(ready made on silver platter as the saying goes). Most intelligent or self esteemed intelligent among us 

(earthlings) will be stunned and dazed if he can follow (know, digest) these few illiterate sentences. 

Time is a continuity of moments as seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and years and cycles of 

years again as seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and years where atom and its number of protons 

individually as well as unitedly is determined (Determined) in the electro-magnetic and electro-gravitational 

configuration of the stable and oscillating genetic system of the cellular dynamics in space-time, energy-mass 

dynamic constants in nano seconds per earthly second as well as in galactic solar and earthly space-time, 

energy-mass scale in earthly seconds (in nano seconds per earthly second).   

Science of time is the non-dual science of space-time, energy-mass constants of oscillating nodes 

(crunches) holistically synchronized with the revolutions (pulses) determined in seconds of latitudes and 

longitudes respectively of oscillating and revolving nodes in oscillating systems of inner space-time, energy-

mass constants of time  bound time dependent system of stable and oscillating galactic space-time, energy-mass 

system of collapsed stars (collapsed atoms) in the oscillating and stable galactic system in the oscillating electro-

magnetic and electro gravitational as a whole where manifested solar non-dual mind, matter and time planetary 

system is the first (calculated for Mid-Day) and the last (calculated for Mid- Night) where every moment (every 

oscillating second) is the same in oscillating backward and forward space-time, energy-mass dynamic constants 

determined by the stabilizing cellular fifth force atomic (genetic, galactic) as a whole including the final second 

at Mid-Day and at Mid-Night e.g.,  18,712,080,864,000,000 in nano seconds per earthly second for determining 

the genetic drive, molecular drive, cellular drive as a whole individually (individual genetic signature) as well as 

unitedly for the designed time bound, time dependent civilizations and cultures which is the real world? Is it at 

the centre (8th non-azisimal point) e.g., rotating (spinning) collapsed earth (collapsed atom as a whole) or the 

manifested earth in the stable space-time, energy-mass non-dual solar systems together as a whole. And which is 
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The Virtual world of mortals and which is the Real and Eternal world of immortals? Who can know? And who 

can confidently say? “Go, therefore, to Romka City, thine own residence, there undergoing incarnation as a 

barbarian, owing to a curse of Brahma, I will impart to thee this science. I will give thee the science upon which 

time is founded, the great (grand, smooth and harmonious) system of Planets (energy densities as nodes).” 

Astrology is the ultimate science of time- Genetic in nano space-time, energy-mass scale (of the 

development of the mind cellular drive) retaining the same word and the same meaning - determined 

(Determined) by the non-dual space-time, energy-mass constants of time of earthly lunar solar time scale by 

retaining the same word and the same meaning. Then His One Spirit (Genetic) sprang to Being (remanifestation, 

recreation, resurrection. It is a mathematical (Genetic) Miracle of Time who can understand? “Then It (Fetus) is 

detached from the Soul.” To be born in heaven (New Age) to know why He sacrificed in the virtual (mortal) 

world. “Or does it uphold itself or not?” “He, in His highest Heaven knows it into His Heart not another can 

possess that knowledge.” “Dasra (the tenth dimension as a whole) is at zero latitude (collapsed moment) when 

Rishabh splits the vein of Rohini.” Mid-Day (manifested) Mid-Night (final collapse) by retaining the same word 

and the same meaning and the same constant e.g.,  18,712,080,864,000,000 nano seconds per second. 

Genetic drive(molecular drive, cellular drive- Fetus)                     

According to the science of time and the theory of everything speed of light is 18,712,080,864,000,000 

in nano seconds, minuites, hours, days, months and years per our earthly seconds which is the same constant for 

the highest state of gravitational force also the fifth force (stabilising force, magnetic field) where the final 

galactic collapsed moment (yoga in the begining of the yuga is a vast period of time comprising integer number 

of complete revolutions of all the planets (energy densities) that is this number of time of manefestation is the 

same second of time of revolutions as well as time of oscillating rotations (spin) in nano seconds per our earthly 

second (genetic dimensional dynamics in nano seconds per our earthly seconds hollistically synchronised with 

galactic space time energy mass constants. Final moment determines all the forces of interactions as one (first) 

oscillating second which is equal to the whole galactic cycle where time quanta of duration and time quanta of 

manifestationis the same therefore the energy at the final moment is E= mc square when the whole mass is 

converted to energy and suddenly inflates and expands in to cloud of galactic energy which then collapses in to 

galactic system of collapsed stars designed by the fifth force in galactic space time energy mass densities for the 

recreation according to the pre determined decree. 

The ultimate source of the rainbow colours (photons) have different frequencies. 

1) Are these frequencies atomic or molecular in origin or are they related to the elementary particles of the 

fundamental atomic energy system? 

2) Are these frequencies related to frequency band (ultra-violet to infra-red)? 

3) How are these frequencies related to sight, voice (sound), smell, touch and taste? 

4) Is there any relation to the person‟s sense of genetic or molecular (proteins) frequencies? 

5) How are the frequencies of the nodes (atomic, molecular, genetic) related to their frequencies of 

oscillations and revolutions? 

6) And what is their stabilizing force (the fifth force)? Of the rainbow and ecology and the genetic drive ( 

developmental dynamics of the mind)?   

As far as mathematics is concerned, this new mathematics (science of time) will be a delight to any 

mathematician. It is very simple –only addition, substraction, multiplication and division nothing more and 

nothing less, but it can answer and prove anything and everything from geometry to trigonometry of oscillating 

and revolving dimensional dynamics , from genetic drive to developmental fetus, from mind to astrology and 

astronomy. It will be a dream for the geneticists and if the astronomers can understand the fifth force (the 

stabilizing force), it will be eternal heaven for them. What will happen to the physicists and their “Big-Bang” 

and their dazzling star wars and their clean neutron bombs and their physics protected by their demonic 

equations? Big-Bang is a dead horse and our physics is in stagnation and degeneration. They do not even know 

the space-time energy-mass confugration of stable atomic system and its time-bound, time-dependent stabilizing 

force (fifth force) which is also atomic in origin. Their support is only the fictious-science and the string 

theorists. 

We are heading for a total fall (loss) on all sides (dimensional dynamics) of continuity of moments 

(nano seconds per second) determined by the cellular system of proteins in the holistically synchronized galactic 

system of collapsed stars (collapsed solar system of collapsed stars). But we are, genetically speaking, children 

of god himself (sentinent computer, ruler of the worlds).we have only one option, ten percent of the military 

budget for the next ten years for investing (not donating) for the removal of poverty (discrepancies) and creating 

new markets for whatever we produce. There is no other way out for the small time earthlings. We have recently 

invested 10 trillion of dollars in the international banks foe corrupt people and that will be all waste of time and 

time is moving fast. Our scientists (physicists) are sleeping in deep slumber – they cannot find the fifth force 

(dark energy or dark matter). It is in the forces of interactions of electromagnetic and electro gravitationally 

bound oscillating stable systems (galactic fifth force) that stabilizes not only solar systems of the galactic system 
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of collapsed stars and it is all involving all determining (designing) magnetic field whose centre is the galactic 

genetic centre (the supreme siddha the possessor of all the siddhis of creations, sustenance and collapses into the 

night) by retaining the same word and the same meaning and the same sum of numbers (yoga is defined as the 

sum of numbers of time –seconds that stabilizes even our rainbow frequencies). Who can understand? We the 

earthlings are not small creatures. We including the sundries are being developed to rule the worlds of non-dual 

mind, matter and time. Soon the galactic and cosmic gods and rishis will begin to be born in every family we 

have to act – Now or face the coming holocaust. The choice is ours –the Heaven or the Hell. We have to convert 

war economy to peace economy nothing more nothing less. 

In an age (yuga), the revolutions of the asterism is one billion, five hundred and eighty-two million, 

two hundred and thirty-seven thousand, eight hundred and twenty-eight (1,582,237,828). 

  This is the revolutions of the solar system as a whole (single valency protein) where revolutions means years as 

well as nano years in nano space time energy mass scale (single valency protein) twice that amount is the age 

(time) of the genetic drive determined in degrees of longitudes. 

Rotations in number of spins day per cycle (second) or per second in nano space time energy mass 

scale determined in degrees of latitudes. 

“bored deep (spin per second) but not pierced through are ye o stones (collapsed stars as collapsed 

earths as well as collapsed atoms in nano space time energy mass scale). This is the frequency of the final 

moment (oscillating) (seconds per second) that is speed of light square eg; (18,712,080,864,000,000)2 as the 

final moment (yoga).Where genetic oscillations (pulses) determine cellular protein dynamics also in galactic 

space time energy mass scale by retaining the same word, same meaning and the same yoga (sum of numbers) 

(quanta, quantity of number of seconds). 

 “Dasra is at zero latitude when Rishabh splits the vein of Rohini”. 

One of my book dated 1988 to 1989 of almost four hundred pages is missing. It is either with 

manipulated mathematician (fictious mathematician) in India or somewhere in North Europe (Belgium). I had 

given two copies of it to a relative in India who worked with the Belgium Embassy in Bombay. If you find it 

(search it) please preserve it if you can. It contained the mind matter and time(mythological) details of this 

theory. 

Present day high energy experiment of European Cyclotron sees only one side of the reality of stable 

elementary particles protons, electrons, quarks, bosons (photons), half spinning fermions (neutrinos) of two 

fundamental solitons but they cannot understand the stability of these elementary particles of the stable 

fundamental atom. It is in their oscillating spin (expansion- electromagnetic and equal and opposite contraction 

of the inner gravitational crunches which produces electro-magnetic and electro-gravitationally compact system 

(fifth force). Neither they understand the gravitational forces of collapsed stars and of the galactic system as a 

whole where solar system (single valency protein in nano space time energy mass scale) is but a second of the 

minutes of the collapsed stars [in earthly seconds in nano seconds per earthly seconds (genetic)]. But the 

European space telescope will reveal hundreds of thousands of solar system in our galaxy alone like our solar 

system  with Mars, Jupiter and Saturn as well as Earth, Venus, and Mercury and not only Mars, Jupiter and 

Saturn which will be common at the centre of the galaxy according to its fifth force (Galactic Egg). 

Wait and watch and have patience though I am in haste. I have no time left. I have almost consumed 

the borrowed time. But then it doesn‟t matter. The system will prevail against the establishment. Do not worry. 

Have patience. 

“Who held the threads? Who was the Ho-tri?” 

“From the eye of my heart I see those god-like Rishis”  Rig-vedas. 

Reality is as beautiful as Kali-dasa‟s Sha-kun-tala. It is as weird as Walmiki‟s Ramayana. 

Dependency on computers is destroying our common sense as well as our intuitional powers. 

The enquiring man is unaware of it. He is interested in fictious science and video-games or in war 

machine and genetic medicines. “Money makes mare dance and twist and grind and shake.” What can be done? 

It is demon Maya‟s world to-day. Tomorrow will be a different story. 

The yoga will determine the final phase change determined by the genetic drive in earthly lunar solar 

time scale- The present two solar eclipses July 2009 to January 2010 will be interesting.                              

Collapsed stars are declared to be collapsed earths (patala-earths) single valency lunar earths as a whole 

with spinning contraction (crunches- gravitional constants) and expansion and the single valency earthly lunar 

electro-magnetic pulses in galactic space time energy mass scale (dynamic dimensional).it is not the anti-gravity 

of the anti-matter that control their phase changes and stabilities. it is their oscillating fifth force that controls the 

oscillating electromagnetic and electravitionally interlocked and inter-woven forces of interaction (spinning 

oscillation as a whole holistically synchronized with the galactic forces of interactions in galactic space time 

energy mass scale determined in years (revolutions).  It is a simple theory , a very simple in fact and it is proved 

(mathematically) from ancient times. Only the verification is remaining. What are non-dual (genetic) mind 

matter and time (memory energy time) constants of Astro-logy? It is as simple as that. It is science of 
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development of the mind (fetus) and the fate of the mind (fetus) by retaining the same word and the same 

meaning. 

The physicists have already patented the Big-Bang and the whole cosmic creation including the genetic 

code for the geneticists (medicinal companies) such crazy earthlings are not found even in fictious science.  

“He expands and contracts (oscillates) even in the state of Pra-dhana (pro-creation)”. 

“Then He Himself revolves causing existence.” 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
This ancient theory (Surya-Siddhanta) – The theory of harmonics has been completely solved and the 

details of the theory (constants) in terms of time (continuity of moments) has been linked as a whole as one time 

of manifestation determined by frequencies per second and their phase changes to determine the final oscillating 

centre as the final space time energy mass oscillating constant before the remanifestation retaining the continuity 

of moments (time). 
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